Effects of the paralytic agent 2,4-dithiobiuret on viability and morphology of rat pheochromocytoma (PC12) cells.
In previous studies, 2,4-dithiobiuret (DTB) caused a delayed onset neuromuscular weakness in rats which was associated with decreased quantal content, alterations in postsynaptic ion channel properties, and abnormalities in nerve terminal ultrastructure. The latter include features typical of degenerating or diseased motor endplates as well as a marked proliferation of smooth endoplasmic reticulum (SER), swelling of mitochondria and evidence for a decreased in intraterminal calcium concentrations at early stages of intoxication (Jones, 1989, Acta Neuropathol. 78:72). These in vivo studies do not allow us to distinguish between the initial effects of DTB on the nerve terminal and those evolving as a result of disuse or secondary to its action on the muscle fiber or Schwann cells. To begin to distinguish between primary and secondary effects of DTB, we examined DTB-treated rat PC12 cells for comparable changes. The direct effects of DTB on PC12 cells included signs of general toxicity. Cell death in sparsely- plated cultures increased from 8-9% in controls to 13.7% at 10 microM for 24 hr exposure, and continued to increase in a concentration-dependent fashion to 25% mortality at 25 microM. However, between 25 and 100 microM there was little additional increase in mortality. 10 to 40 microM DTB slightly decreased the ability of both differentiated and undifferentiated cells to adhere to a substrate. This effect was independent of cell mortality. In moderately-differ-entiated cells having processes up to 10 cell diameters and several varicosities, concentrations of DTB as high as those invoking increased cell mortality and comparable to those affecting the rat neuromuscular junction did not cause abnormalities in the structure of the SER. No masses of tubulovesicular profiles were seen with transmission electron microscopy, and large changes in the quantity or distribution were not detected at the light microscope with the fluorescent stains DiOC6 or rhodamine B. Other signs of neuronal degeneration (blebbing of the plasmalemma, large intracellular droplets, mitochondrial abnormalities) preceded or accompanied any evidence for abnormalities in the SER. Thus the effect of DTB on the SER at the rat motor nerve terminal may occur secondary to a more general toxic action on other cell types, or may be dependent on a level of neuronal activity not achieved in sparsely- plated cultures, or may require a greater degree of differentiation of the neuronal cells than provided by the PC12 cell model used in this study.